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20120402 - NR2012-" 
Legislative Amendments Required to Advance 
the Implementation of the Muskrat Falls Project

'" NR2012-.

Title: Legislative Amendments Required to Advance the 

Implementation of the Muskrat Falls Project

ISSUE:

Whether to direct the Office of Legislative Counsel to draft legislative amendments 

required to advance the implementation of the Muskrat Falls Project, for introduction in 

the Spring 2012 session of the House of Assembly.

" RECOMMENDATION: 

It is recommended that: 

1) Direction be given to the Office of Legislative Counsel, in consultation with 

the Departments of Natural Resources and Justice, to draft amendments to The 

Energy Corporation Act, Hydro Corporation Act, Electrical Power Control 

Act, along the lines of those in Annex A, and others if identified, to advance 

the implementation of the Muskrat Falls Project; 

2) Amendments be introduced in the Spring 2012 sitting of the House of 

Assembly, without further reference to Cabinet, subject to final review by the 

Premier and Ministers of Natural Resources, Justice, and Finance; and 

3) Direction be given to the Departments of Natural Resources, Finance, and 

Justice, in consultation with Nalcor, to develop options for a Muskrat Falls 

Project cost accountability protocol that builds upon existing accountability 

mechanisms, including public reporting, which would ensure that costs 

associated with the Muskrat Falls Project are determined to be reasonably
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incurred. This protocol would be subsequently approved by the Premier and 

Ministers of Natural Resources, Justice, and Finance.
LJ

BACKGROUND:

Nalcor is currently undergoing its multi-year finance-raising process for the 

Muskrat Falls Project (the Project) which will require it to provide credit rating agencies, 

the Federal Government and potential lenders with confidence in the Project's business 

case and its ability to cover all debt payments and other costs over the life of the Project. 

This includes establishing early credit ratings to demonstrate the creditworthiness and 

level of risk in the Project, finalizing terms of the federal loan guarantee, selecting 

lenders, negotiating and completing final documents, and advancing the funds. 

The Project will be financed through a combination of equity and debt. 

Government's financial contribution to the Project will be provided through an equity 

investment into Nalcor, which Nalcor will then invest as equity into the subsidiary 

corporations that will be responsible for each element of the Project. For the remaining 

Project costs, Nalcor plans to arrange non-recourse debt financing in the capital markets 

through these subsidiaries. The non-recourse structure will mean the Project assets will U 
be pledged as security, but that neither Nalcor nor Government would be liable, nor 

would the non-Project assets of either be at risk in the event of a default. This approach is 

commonly used in the energy and infrastructure sectors, wherein project sponsors provide 

the equity and lending institutions provide non-recourse loans that are typically serviced 

entirely from project cash flows and secured by the project assets alone, with no recourse 

back to project sponsors (refer to the Other Jurisdictions section below for an example of 

a similar financing structure used for a large hydroelectric project - Lower Mattagami in 

Ontario). The issue of how revenues charged to Island ratepayers will flow to the lenders 

to satisfy debt payments is described in detail in Section I below. 

To assist in facilitating the non-recourse Project financing structure, and to assure 

credit rating agencies, the Government of Canada, and potential lenders that the Project 
will generate sufficient cash flow to service its debt, Government provided a letter 

(Commitment Letter - attached as Annex B) to Nalcor in October 2011 that outlined its 

objectives and intentions in support of the Project (Cabinet Paper NR2011-024 and

u
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MC2011-0489 refer). Specifically, the Commitment Letter commits the Government to 

do the following: 

. Approve the creation of any Nalcor subsidiaries required for the development and 

operation of the Project and ensure that the subsidiaries have sufficient borrowing 

powers to support its implementation; 
. Provide Government equity investment into the Project, which includes the amount 

determined during the financing process and any additional Government investment 

needed to address any contingencies required to ensure Project completion; and 

  Ensure that Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro's (NLH) regulated rates provide 

sufficient revenue in each year to recover all Project costs (all capital and related 

financing costs including a return to the Project owners, operating and maintenance 

costs, payments under any applicable aboriginal Impact and Benefit agreements, 

water lease and management costs, and applicable taxes and fees). 

The Commitment Letter was a critical document in the first phase of the Project 

financing raising process which consisted of Nalcor meeting with credit rating agencies 

to receive a "shadow credit rating" based on all technical and financial project 

information available at that time (a shadow credit rating is a confidential credit rating 

used to get an indication of the level of risk and creditworthiness that capital markets 

associate with a project's debt). This first phase has concluded and Nalcor has received a 

strong investment-grade shadow credit rating from three rating agencies. These agencies 

noted the importance of Government's (shareholder) support for the Project in the rating 

analysis. 

The finance-raising process also includes executing a term sheet for, and 

eventually finalizing, the agreement for the federal loan guarantee announced August 19, 

2011. The federal loan guarantee term sheet will be a key document in Nalcor's finance- 

raising efforts, as it will significantly strengthen the attractiveness of the Project's debt to 

potential lenders. Both achieving an investment grade rating for the Project financing 

structure and finalizing the federal loan guarantee will result in lower Project financing 

costs, the benefit of which will be conveyed to the ratepayer in the form of lower 

electricity rates.

3
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While the Commitment Letter was sufficient to support the shadow credit rating 

process, the next phase of the Project finance-raising process will require further 

Government action. Once the terms of the federal loan guarantee are confirmed, and 

subject to Government's decision to sanction the Project, Nalcor will continue the 

finance-raising process through a series of meetings with financial market participants 

including Canadian and international banks, investment banks, pension funds, and 

insurance companies. Nalcor has advised that potential lenders will need to see that 

Government is taking necessary steps to implement the Commitment Letter. The 

proposed amendments in this submission will meet this requirement. 

Additionally, NR and JUS have identified amendments necessary to mitigate risk 

to Government arising from the Project. Specifically, the Crown agent status of Nalcor 

and NLH will have to be modified to protect Government from liability in relation to 

Project activities. This issue is described in detail in Section 3 below. 

Introducing the amendments in the Spring 2012 session will allow Nalcor to 

approach financial markets in Q3 2012 (assuming Project sanction in Q2 or early Q3 

2012) which will in tum maintain the current project-financing schedule (anticipated 

financial close is Q2 2013). As indicated in Cabinet PaperNR2011-024, Government has 

committed to provide up to $2 billion in equity for the Project (based on current capital 

cost estimates), which assumes that the debt financing for the Project is in place. Until 

debt financing is secured, Government is responsible for all construction expenditures 

(through equity contributions). A significant delay to the project-financing schedule 

could potentially require an additional Government equity investment above what is 

anticipated as work would have to continue to meet the Project's schedule. 

It is planned that the amendments being proposed, subject to discussions with 

Legislative Counsel, will be introduced in the Spring 2012 session of the House of 

Assembly in the form of an "omnibus" bill. Additional amendments will be brought 
forward in future Cabinet submissions to further facilitate Project implementation.
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. I. Ratepayer Revenue Stream 

The fundamental assumption in the financing of the Project is that the revenues 

charged to Island ratepayers for the generation and transmission of Muskrat Falls power 
will flow unfettered to the lenders to satisfy debt payments. 

As contemplated by the Commitment Letter, this revenue stream will need to be 

assured to support the Project debt financing structure. This will require far stronger ties 

between the entities responsible for Muskrat Falls (generation), Labrador-Island Link 

(LIL) (transmission), NLH (wholesale and retail sales), Newfoundland Power, and the 

ratepayer than would occur in ordinary commercial contracts. Essentially, customers for 

the power will have to be locked in; that is, they will not have the ability to make 

alternate arrangements to obtain power, but instead will be fixed as part of the revenue 

pipeline necessary to ensure the certainty of delivery of the revenue stream required for 

lenders (the process of ensuring this for Newfoundland Power is covered in Section 1.3 

below). For example, once construction is complete and the Project is commissioned 

there will be an absolute requirement for NLH to pay the Muskrat Falls and LIL entities, 

even in extreme events where failures could result in no power being generated or 

delivered (if that was to occur)..
The Revenue Pipeline:

.
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l.J
1.1 Board of Commissioners of Public Utilities (PUB) 

The PUB is responsible for regulating the utility industry in the Province. To 

assure the revenue pipeline without a risk of rate reduction by the PUB, amounts charged 

to NLH by the entities responsible for the LlL and Muskrat Falls will have to be exempt 

from PUB oversight. Likewise, NLH's rates as charged to Newfoundland Power for the 

block of power designated from Muskrat Falls will not be subject to review or 

adjustments by the PUB. Note that Government has previously exempted hydroelectric 

projects from review by the PUB such as Star Lake (1998), a previous configuration of 

the Lower Churchill Project (2000), and Granite Canal (2003). 

Currently, Section 5.1 of the Electrical Power Control Act (EPCA) only allows 

the Lieutenant Governor in Council (LGIC) to direct the PUB on "policies and 

procedures" to be implemented by the PUB with respect to rate structures of public 

utilities. There is a concern that this limited scope will not allow the LGIC to issue the 

type of directives that will be required to implement the revenue pipeline.

l.J
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Currently, the PUB is obligated to review and examine all costs incurred by NLH. 
The PUB can disallow certain costs resulting in those costs not being recovered in rates. 
As part of ensuring that the revenue pipeline is created and all costs are recovered, the 
PUB will have to be directed to accept costs incurred by NLH pursuant to such 

arrangements as the power purchase agreement and the transmission funding agreement 
discussed in Section 1.2 below. These costs must be included in NLH's regulated rates. 
As previously indicated, ensuring that NLH's regulated rates provide sufficient revenue 
in each year to recover all Project costs is consistent with Government's Commitment 

Letter. 

The concern is that if the type of directives described above were issued to the 

PUB under the current Section 5.1 of the EPCA, this would go beyond merely directing 
the PUB on policies and procedures with respect to rate structures. Therefore, without a 

change to Section 5.1 of the EPCA, a third party may challenge the authority of the LGIC 
to issue the directives required for the revenue pipeline. If this challenge were successful, 
the revenue pipeline would be interrupted which is contrary to what was contemplated in 
the Commitment Letter. 

The sample language outlined in Annex A expands the powers of the LGIC 

generally as it relates to giving direction to the PUB. The authority to issue Orders-In- 
Council to implement these cost recovery mechanisms will be the subject of a future 
Cabinet submission.

1.2 NLH Authority

Fundamental to the revenue pipeline will be the requirement that NLH enter into 
two contracts. The first will be the power purchase agreement (PPA) for delivery of the 

power from Muskrat Falls. The second will be the transmission funding agreement (TF A) 
to develop the LIL and enable access to transmission services over the line. As described 
above, these contracts will contain provisions relating to the need to ensure the revenue 
pipeline is protected. This will include, for example, provisions requiring payment by 
NLH, even in the event of power or transmission disruptions.

7
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The Hydro Corporation Act, 2007 (HCA), in section 5(1), provides that the 

objects of NLH "...are to develop and purchase power on an economic basis...at rates 

consistent with sound financial administration...". The PUB or interested third parties 

could use this provision to challenge the validity of NLH' s execution of the PPA or TF A 

because of the constraints and requirements on NLH that those contracts will contain to 

ensure the proposed non-recourse project financing structure.

LI

/.3 Monopoly/ Security of Demand 

Another requirement to assure the revenue pipeline is to ensure that industrials 

and utilities serving ratepayers remain customers of NLH for the power generated from 

the Project. In 20 I 0, 76 percent of NLH's sales in the province were to Newfoundland 

Power (NP). The construction of the Maritime Link and LIL may present opportunities 

for NP to obtain some or all of its power from imported sources. In addition, there could 

be leakage from the revenue pipeline ifNP were to expand their own power generation or 

ifNP or industrial customers were to purchase power from generation on the Island other 

than from NLH. Either case would compromise the revenue pipeline from Island 

ratepayers. Therefore, NLH customers' ability to source power from anywhere other than 

the Project and NLH must be restricted. 

The proposed amendments would make NLH the exclusive supplier of electrical 

power to industrial customers and to NP. This would mean that neither industrial 

customers nor NP would be able to access alternate sources of power for purchase, 

preserving the links to NLH required for the "pipeline". This restriction would also 

prohibit new generation projects by NP.

u
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Consultations with NP and industrial customers on this issue have not yet 

occurred. The expectation is that this restriction will likely have minimal effect on NP's 

profitability since it earns a return primarily on its investments in the distribution system 
(e.g. its physical assets). NR is not aware of any NP expansion plans for generation

NLH's position as sole wholesale provider of electricity would be subject to a 
number of exceptions. Existing generation and new power developments for export 
would not be affected. As well, LOIC would retain the ability to permit the development 
of new power generation projects by entities other than NLH. Sample general language is

@
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2. Borrowing Powers 

The Project components are as follows (a full description of the corporate 

subsidiaries noted below will be contained in a separate submission which will deal with 

their creation pursuant to the Energy Corporation Act):

u

. The Muskrat Falls generation facility will be developed by Nalcor through a 

subsidiary corporation;

. The Labrador Transmission Assets ("L TA") to link the Muskrat Falls and 

Churchill Falls generating facilities will be developed by Nalcor through a 

subsidiary corporation;

. The LIL transmission line connecting the Island of Newfoundland to 

generation facilities in Labrador, will be developed by Nalcor through a 

limited partnership arrangement that provides Emera with the opportunity to 

invest in the Project. The limited partnership arrangement will involve at least 

two Nalcor subsidiary corporations. U
Note that the Maritime Link aspect of the Project will be funded by Emera or a 

corporate subsidiary of Emera, and as such, no legislation is anticipated to be required for 

borrowing issues for the Maritime Link.

Each Project component (Muskrat Falls, L T A, and LIL) will be funded through 

separate equity and debt financing structures. The debt financing of each Project 

component will be through the Nalcor subsidiary corporation, and will be non-recourse 

(meaning, as described earlier, that lenders will not have access to Nalcor or its assets, or 

to the Province or its assets, to satisfy the financing debts of the subsidiary). It will 

require the subsidiary to have the authority to execute various financing arrangements, 

and pledge its respective Project assets as security for the funding.

The debt financing will also be conditional upon Nalcor and the Province 

providing the anticipated equity contribution to each entity, including the base level and

U
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. any contingent equity support required to bring the Project to in-service, as set out in the 

Commitment Letter.

This structure will require the following amendments:

  The Energy Corporation Act currently restricts Nalcor's borrowing (both direct loans 

and loans guaranteed by Nalcor) to $600 million (this has been interpreted to include 

the aggregate of Nalcor' s subsidiaries as well, other than NLH). This was originally 

introduced to mirror a similar provision contained in the Hydro Corporation Act, 

2007, which restricts NLH's additional borrowing to $600 million (note that this was 

in addition to the approximately $1.0 billion in borrowing in NLH as of July 1988, 

when the provision was originally introduced). It was anticipated when the Energy 

Corporation Act was drafted that this borrowing restriction would need to be 

increased for Nalcor and its subsidiaries to meet the requirements of the Project. The 

proposed solution, outlined in Annex A, is to exempt borrowing for the Project from 

the defined borrowing limit.

.   Nalcor's borrowing powers are broadly outlined in the Energy Corporation Act (i.e. 

power to pledge assets, execute various financial contracts, etc.). Amendments are 

required to clarify that the subsidiaries have the full borrowing powers necessary to 

execute the Project.

.

3. Crown Liability 
In the commercial arrangements currently being negotiated between Nalcor and 

Emera, the Province's position is that Nalcor will be executing those agreements and 

performing its obligations under those agreements in its own capacity and not as an agent 
of the Crown. This will mean the Crown will not be liable for the debts or liabilities of 

Nalcor to Emera. Instead, Nalcor and Emera will enter into the arrangements on equal 

footing as commercial entities. As such, Nalcor and Emera are relying upon the strength 
of the other's financial position, and specifically the other's assets and balance sheets, to 

support the commitments being made. In a worst case scenario, where breaches of the 

commercial arrangements result in judgments for unpaid liabilities, those assets will be 

available to satisfy such judgments. It should be noted that I) the federal loan guarantee

11
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is not a factor as it will not cover the obligations in the Nalcor - Emera arrangements and 

2) the assets in question would include the ownership of each corporation in its 

subsidiaries.

12
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5. Privative Clause 

The proposed amendments above may involve monetary consequences to various 

parties, including, but not restricted to Newfoundland Power and industrial customers 

(particularly with respect to the revenue pipeline). In order to avoid a circumstance in 

which the Government might be exposed to damages or compensation claims as part of 

the implementation of the policy and these amendments it is recommended that a 

privative clause be included to restrict Government's liability from any claims as a result 
of these amendments

ALTERNATIVES:

I. Direction be given to the Office of Legislative Counsel, in consultation with the 

Departments of Natural Resources and Justice, to draft amendments to 

H dro Cor oration Act Electrical Power Control Act 

and others if identified to advance the im lementation of the 

Muskrat Falls Project: Amendments be introduced in the Spring 20] 2 sitting of the House 
of Assembly, without further reference to Cabinet. subject to final review by the Premier 
and Ministers of Natural Resources, Justice, and Finance: and Direction be given to the 

Departments of Natural Resources, Finance, and Justice, in consultation with Nalcor, to 

develop options for a Muskrat Falls Project cost accountability protocol that builds upon 
existing accountability mechanisms, including public reporting, which would ensure that 

costs associated with the Muskrat Falls Project are determined to be reasonably incurred. 

This protocol would be subsequently approved by the Premier and Ministers of Natural 

Resources. Justice, and Finance. RECOMMENDED

Advantages: 
  Is required if the Project is to be financed on a non-recourse basis. 

  Is consistent with the principles and objectives outlined In Government's 

Commitment Letter, and Nalcor's term sheet with Emera. 

. Will not affect the Project financing-schedule.

13
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. Will demonstrate to potential lenders that Government is fully supportive of the 

Project and has taken the necessary steps to ensure its success.
u

Disadvantages: 

. Limiting the scope of PUB oversight in rate-setting may be viewed negatively by the 

public. 

. Establishing NLH as sole seller of power to industrials and utilities serving ratepayers 

in the province may be viewed negatively.

2. Cabinet not approve drafting the legislative amendments reguired in Spring 2012 to 

advance the implementation of the Muskrat Falls Project. NOT RECOMMENDED

Advantages: 

. None identified.

Disadvantages: 

. The Project will not be financed on a non-recourse basis. V 

. Is inconsistent with Government's commitments outlined in its Commitment Letter, 

and NaJcor's Term Sheet with Emera. 

. May affect the Project-financing schedule which could lead to additional expenditures 

to Government.

. May signal to potential lenders that Government is not fully supportive of the Project.

LEGISLATIVE / REGULATORY CONSIDERATIONS:

As noted throughout the Background section and attached as Annex A with final 

legislative language to be determined by Legislative Counsel.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS:

With respect to debt financing, the proposal is to exempt borrowing for the purpose of the 

Project from the borrowing limit. The terms and conditions, including the maximum 

amounts, of the financing arrangements of the subsidiaries would be subject to the

v
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. approval of Na\cor's Board of Directors who in tum, will require cabinet approval 

pursuant to s. 18 of the Energy Corporation Act. This debt would be non-recourse to the 

Province and Na\cor. The $600 million restriction would be retained for all other 

activities.

The debt financing will also be conditional upon Na\cor and the Province providing the 

anticipated equity contribution to each entity, including the base level and contingent 

equity support required to bring the Projects to in-service.

.

FIN has advised that rating agencies are following this project closely. Na\cor and the 

Province have concluded presentations with the rating agencies in order to receive an 

indicative shadow credit rating on the debt. These presentations were well received and 

the ratings were positive. Notwithstanding any future developments that may increase 

the risk of the Project, there would be no expectation that the Province's credit rating 
would be negatively impacted by the incremental borrowings required to support the 

Province's equity investment in the Project given: 

1) The debt will be supported by an equity investment in the Muskrat Falls Project 
and hence the investment will have no impact on net debt 

2) Rating agencies will factor in the due diligence processes that have been carried 

out by Na\cor to support the financial merits of the Project 

3) Province has a strong fiscal and economic outlook

INTERDEPARTMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS:

JUS and FIN have been consulted and are in agreement with the recommended legislative 
amendments for Spring 2012.

LABRADOR OR ABORIGINAL CONSIDERATIONS: 

N/A

.
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INTERGOVERNMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS:
lJ

In August 2011, a Memorandum of Agreement ("MOA") was signed between the 

Governments of Canada, Newfoundland and Labrador and Nova Scotia which outlined 

the timing of implementation of Canada's commitment to provide a Federal Loan 

Guarantee to the Project (including the Maritime Link). It is currently uncertain when the 

terms of the Federal Loan Guarantee will be finalized, but the finalization of these terms 

is a prerequisite to Project sanction and initiating discussions with potential lenders.

OTHER JURISDICTIONS:

Nalcor has highlighted Ontario Power Generation's ("OPG") 2011 project financing of 

the $3 billion Lower Mattagami hydroelectric generation project as a parallel to the 

financing structure being proposed for the Project. It is a structure that credit rating 

agencies and lenders will likely use as a comparator for the Project. The Lower 

Mattagami will be funded with a capital structure of 65% debt and 35% equity, with 

OPG's equity investment coming from $400 million of existing assets and a $600 million 

cash injection. The project risks were considered modest by rating agencies given that the 

buyer, the Ontario Power Authority, was committed to a contract where all project costs 0 
will be recovered. Such contracts are preferred by lenders and this is the model being 

proposed for the Project.

The government of British Columbia by section 8 of the Clean Energy Act has provided 

an assurance of cost recovery for a number of unregulated projects, including the 

Northwest Transmission Line (a 335 km long transmission project), the 1100 MW Site C 

hydroelectric project, and upgrades to two of its existing major hydro projects and some 

of its energy procurement programs. More generally, the BC government has for years 

provided varying assurances of cost recovery for its Crown utilities (both generally and 

for specific initiatives) through special directions to the Be Utilities Commission.

CONSULTATIONS:

Nalcor has been consulted and is in agreement with the recommended legislative 
amendments for Spring 2012.

LJ
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.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS: 

N/A

COMMUNICATIONS AND CONSULTATION SYNOPSIS:

Attached as Annex C.

ANNEXES:

Annex A: Sample general language for select legislative amendments 

Annex B: Government's Commitment Letter

Annex C: Communications Synopsis

Jerome P. Kennedy, Q.c. 
MHA, Carbonear-Harbour Grace 
Minister of Natural Resources

.
2 April 2012

.
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. AnnexB

N"ewt9:!nand 
liIbrador

(';lMIIMlent of NewfOUndland and LabradOl' 
0Mcle of the PNmI..

October 18, 2 l I

Mr. Edmund.J. Martin 
President and CEO 
Nalcor Energy 
500 Columbus Drive 
St. John's" NL 
AIB0C9 

Dear Mr. Martin:

.

This letter outlines the objectives and intentions of the Government of 
Newfoundland and Labrador (the "Government") in support of the l.ower Churchill 
Projects (the "Projects") being undertaken by Nalcor Energy ("Naito!"") in association 
with Emera Inc. ("'Emera") and its subsidiarie:l, as de5c:ribed below. 

The Projects are: 

  The Muskrat Falls gCtlCf8lion facility ("MF") and Labrador ttansmis.tion iIStCls 
(UL TA "), comprising a 345 kV HV AC transmission interconnect between MF and 
Churchill Falls" which Nak:or will be responsible to develop; 

  The Labrador-Island LWr, a HVDC transmission line connecting the Island of 
NewfoWldland to generation facilities in Labrador, including any associated 
upgrades to the island i.ntm:onnectcd system funded as part of this project 
component (the "LlL "). Nalcor win develop the LIL end provide Eme:a with an 
opportunity to invest  n it; and 

  The Maritime Link, a HVDe transmission li.tte connc tingthe rsland 
 ntercoonected system to Nova Scotia (tbe "ML "). Emeta. or an entity which it 
controls and Nalcor will jointly develop the ML. In exchange for Emera funding 
100% of the constru.ction cost of the ML, and providing Nalcor with long-term 
t1'lln!lm l:.!l on !lJt'nl ces OVf.'!I' the ML. Nalcor will provide approx:imat.ely 1 TWb o( 
energy annually to Nova Sootia (or 35 years. 

The Government is committed to supporting the development of the Projects as a 
matter of Government policy of the b ghest importanoe, consistent with its 2007 EMrgy 
Pkm. To that end, upon the final sanctioning of the Projects, Govemment's policy will be 
to revise the framework governing the electricity .industry in the Province to align tbat

P,O, 9018700. St. JoIm'I, Nl. ~ .\1lI ~ tTOIJ. 729,a$7Q f7Q11,729,581!>

.
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framework wilhthe requitements of the NCCeS1Ifill completion of the Proje ts. As part of 
thisproces.1. Gowmment is committed to do the following: 

I. Approve the cteation of those subs:idiaries or entities controlled by Na.\cor which 
IU'e required in order to facilitate the development and operation of MF, the LIL 
and the LTA, and to ensure Nalcor and existing and .new subsidiaries or entities 
have the authorized bonowing powers required to implement the Projects and 
meet any related contractual or reliability obligations. 

2. Provide the base level and contit'lgCllt equity support Ihat will be required by 
Nalcor to support succcsst l achievement oCin-service for MF,the LTA and the 
LIL, in cases with and ""ithout the participation of Emera. 

3. EnSUft! that, upon MF achievins in-serv ce. the regulated rates for Newfoundland 
and Labrador Hydro ("NLH") will allow it to collect sufficient revenue in each 
year to enable NLH to recover those amounts inc:uned for the purobase and 
delivery of energy from MF. including those costs inc:l.IIT'ed by NI,Hpursuant to 
any applicable power pwcllase agm:ment ("PPA") betweCt\. NUl and the relevant 
NaI.cor subsidiary or entity controlled by Nalcor that win provide for a recovery 
of costs over the tenn of ihe PPA and relate to: 

(a) initial and sustaini.ug capital costs IIlId .relatedfillllQCing costs (on both 
debt and equity), including all debt service costs and a defined internal 
rate of return on equity over Ihe term of the PPA; 

(b) operating and maintenance costs, including those costs associated wilh 
transmission service for delivery of MF power over the LTA (as described 
further in 5 below); 

(c) appIicabJetaxes and fees; 

(d) payments pursuant to any applicable impact & Benefit agreements; 

(0) payments pursuant to Ihe wa1er lease and WlJter mllllagcment agreements; 
and

(t) extraordinary or emergmcy repa rs. 

4. Ensure that, uponlhe LIL achieving in-service, the regula1ed r tes for NLH will 
allow it to collect sufficient revenue in each year to enable NLH to recover those 
amounts lncmed for transmission services, including those c;osts incu ed by 
NLH pursuant to any applicable agreements bet\veen NLH, the LlL operating 
entity and/or the entity h()lding ownership in the LIL assets, that will provide for a 
recovery of costs over the service life of the LIL and relate to: 

(a) initial and sustaining capital costs of the LlL and related financing and 
debt service costs, indudins a specified capital struc.Me and regulated rate 
of return on equity equal 10, at least. a minimwn value required to achieve
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the debt service coverage ratio .agreed to in lending agreements by the LlL 
bonowin.g e.ntity; 

(b) operating and maintenaoce costs; 

(c) applicable taxes and fees; and 

(d) extrao.rdinary or emergency repairs; 

and that any entity which is 83S0Ciared with the invatment of Emera in the LIL 
will be treated as a "public utility" under the Public Utilities Act and the Electrical 
Power Control Act, 1994; 

S. Ensure that, upon LT A achiev ng in-service. the regulated rates tOr tbe provision 
ofttaDSmission service over the LT A will provide for a rccoveryof cOSts over the 
service lit  of the LT A including initial and susuining capital  osts, operating and 
mainte lU'lte costs, extraordinary or emergency n:pairs, applicable taxes and fees 
and filUlllCing costs (on both debt and equity),  ncluding all debt service costs and 
a defined internal rate of return on equity over the tenD of any app cable 
agreemeo.t. 

The meaM undertaken to implement these policies and objectives will be at the 
sole discretion of the Governmenl, but may include legislative amendments. regulatory 
rulings. and orders under CurrcnI legililalion.

.
Sincerely. 

\ j   I 
" 

---;'/ r ~ \,1 .  ..' ~,/.).X '  _'~--~",l ~ '/ ....'"'~'-I...:,0, C - 
--'----',~-" -...........,,\ \\ /.,..,'/ 

KATHV D~ERDALE 
Premier

.
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Annex C

l.I
Communications Plan 

Department of Natural Resources

Title: Legislative Amendments for the Muskrat Falls Project

Issue: Whether to approve a number of legislative amendments in the spring session of 
the House of Assembly to advance the implementation of the Muskrat Falls Project.

Consulted with: Date Drafted: Announcement
Diana Dalton, Deputy February 8, 2012 Date:

Minister, Department of Following passage of
Natural Resources Revised: legislation, a news release

March 1,2012 will be issued to outline the
Charles Bown, Associate amendments.

Deputy Minister, Updated:
Department of Natural April 2, 2012
Resources

Paul Scott, Assistant
Deputy Minister, Energy
Policy, Department of
Natural Resources

\..;

Communications Analysis 
Public Environment 
Public commentary on the development of Muskrat Falls continues to focus on electricity 
rates; necessity of the project and alternative options; provincial energy demand and 
future need; perceived benefits to Emera and Nova Scotia; project financing; and, 
provincial debt. There has also been public commentary saying the project is being 
rushed and the province is not taking appropriate time to ensure responsible development.

Opponents of Muskrat Falls continue to raise criticism of the project and have been vocal 
in a variety of media including VOCM's Open Line and Backtalk; Letters to the Editor in 
the Telegram; and, CBC's Here and Now and On Point. The small group of opponents 
includes members of the Official Opposition; David Vardy and Ron Penney; Jim Feehan; 
Cabot Martin; Tom Adams; Richard Cashin; Edward Hearn; Dennis Brown; and, 
Maurice Adams. In response, the Provincial Government (Premier Dunderdale and 
Minister Kennedy) and Nalcor (Ed Martin and Gilbert Bennett) have participated on 
VOCM's Open Line and Backtalk and CBC's On Point to counter the criticism and 
address outstanding questions on the project.

L,t
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On December 14, 2011, the Provincial Government granted an extension to the Board of 
Commissioners of Public Utilities (PUB) to complete their independent review of 
Muskrat Falls. The PUB report will be submitted to government by March 31, 2012. 
Critics have questioned government's decision to not grant the PUB a longer extension 
and restricting the PUB's initial Terms of Reference. Liberal Leader Dwight Ball and 
New Democratic Party Leader Lorraine Michael were critical of the March 31 deadline:

  Liberal News Release on January 11,2012 - "When Premier Dunderdale pushed 
out the deadline on the term sheet with Emera, she said that deadlines weren't 

important but getting the project right was," said Ball. "However, now the 
Premier is forcing the PUB to produce a report that even their Chair, Andy Wells, 
has acknowledged will be rushed and incomplete."

  NDP News Release on January 16, 2012 - "She has also refused to grant the 
Public Utilities Board an extension to file its report," said Michael. "An extension 

requested, in part, because the PUB says it was having difficulty getting the 
information it needed from Nalcor and other agencies."

In response, Premier Dunderdale and Minister Kennedy have both indicated that 
extensive work on the review has been completed by the PUB since first commissioned 
in June 2011, and the new deadline will allow the PUB to meet the objectives laid out in 
the Terms of Reference and allow debate in the House of Assembly.

On January 27, 2012, Nalcor's Chief Executive Officer Ed Martin joined Emera Chief 
Executive Officer Chris Huskilson to provide an update on term sheet negotiations. Both 
parties acknowledged that significant progress has been made, but the agreements would 
not be finalized by the end of the month. A new deadline was not set. Critics and media 
both perceived this as inherent trouble with the deal; conflict between Nalcor and Emera; 
and, unacceptable of government to not set a new deadline compared to the PUB report:

  Liberal News Release on January 27, 2012 - "Why is it okay for Nalcor and 
Emera to have an indefinite deadline while the PUB is forced to produce an 

inadequate report," asked Jones, Opposition Energy Critic. "The idea of taking 
the time necessary to get it right should also apply to the PUB."

  NOP News Release on January 27, 2012 - "What is the rush? Why can't we 
extend the PUB deadline? There is no financial commitment. There is no federal 
loan guarantee. There has been no sign-off on the Environmental Assessment 
Review Panel's report," she noted. "Yet, work is proceeding on the project as if 
we had a done deal."

On January 31,2012, Manitoba Hydro International (MHI) released its report on Muskrat 
Falls. The report did conclude that the Muskrat Falls Generating Station and the Labrador 
Island Transmission Link is the least-cost option to meet the province's growing future 
energy needs although MHI did identify a few suggestions for additional analysis by 
Nalcor. These suggestions will be considered as work continues on the project prior to a
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decision on sanction. MHI's report was consistent with other independent reviews of 
Muskrat Falls including the Navigant report and Dr. Wade Locke's public presentation. 
Minister Kennedy has publicly stated that the MHI report answers the two fundamental 
questions of whether or not the province needs the power and if Muskrat Falls is the 
least-cost option.

u

The Provincial Government received the report of the Board of Commissioners of the 
Public Utilities Board on March 30 just over nine months after it had charged the PUB 
with examining whether the development of Muskrat Falls is the least-cost approach to 
meet anticipated demand. The PUB concluded that based on the information available, 
they were unable to make a determination if Muskrat Falls is the least-cost option to 
respond to future power needs on the Island, and would require information from the 
DG3 process to make a conclusion.

In a news release issued April 2, the Provincial Government announced that MHI would 
be engaged to provide external and independent analysis of the DG3 information prior to 
any decision on whether or not to sanction the project. Information from the DG3 
process, along with reports on natural gas and wind will be tabled in the House of 
Assembly, and a special debate will occur in the House of Assembly once the 
information becomes available.

Strategic Considerations 
. The proposed amendments are required to advance the implementation of the 

Muskrat Falls Project, and to mitigate risk to government arising from the project. 
Neither Nalcor of government will be liable, nor non-project assets will be at risk 
in the event of a default.

v

. The proposed amendments will allow Nalcor to meet the project's established 
timelines.

. The proposed amendments are primarily related to the financing of the Muskrat 
Falls Project, and will allow Nalcor to meet the requirements for the next phase of 
the project's finance-raising process.

. Project will be financed through combination of equity investment by 
government, and debt. Government has committed to provide up to $2B in equity 
for the project.

. Province is not expected to be negatively impacted by incremental borrowings 
required to support the provinces equity investment in project.

. The proposed amendments are considered necessary at this time. Once the terms 
of the federal loan guarantee are confirmed and a sanction decision has been 
made, Nalcor intends to begin the next steps of the finance-raising process in the 
third quarter of20 l2. This will involve a series of meetings with financial market 
participants such as Canadian and international banks, investment banks, pension

v
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funds, and insurance companies. These amendments will clearly demonstrate to 
potential lenders that the project has full government support and government will 
take the requisite actions to ensure the project's long-term success.

. In October 2011, the Provincial Government outlined its objectives and intentions 
in support of the Muskrat Falls Project through a Commitment Letter to Nalcor. 
The purpose of the Commitment Letter was to assure credit rating agencies, the 
Federal Government, and potential lenders that the Provincial Government 
intends to take future actions to ensure the project proceeds and will generate 
sufficient cash flow to service its debts.

. The first phase of the financing process as outlined in the Commitment Letter 
which included presentations to credit rating agencies has concluded. Nalcor has 
received a strong investment grade shadow credit rating from 3 rating agencies. 
The proposed amendments will build upon the Commitment Letter and 
adequately meet government's requirements for the next phase of the finance- 
raising process.

. The proposed amendments will be introduced in the spring session of the House 
of Assembly in the form of an omnibus bill to advance the implementation of the 
Muskrat Falls Project and meet the project's established timelines.

. The introduction of an omnibus Muskrat Falls bill and the grouping of 
amendments may raise suspicions by the Official Opposition, opponents to the 
project, media, and the public. Majority of the amendments are substantive in 
nature and require careful decision and debate. It maybe perceived that 
government is trying to rush the project, hinder meaningful debate on the project, 
and hide certain information related to the project.

  Criticism continues to be raised on Nalcor's perceived level of transparency and 

accountability as it relates to Muskrat Falls. Nalcor and government will be 

engaged in the preparation of these amendments, and will need to be prepared to 

respond to continued project criticism.

  Critics may question the need to revise legislation specifically related to this 

project alone. The question may be raised if this type of bill has ever been done 
with other large-scale resource developments.

. Nalcor intends to begin the next steps of the finance-raising process in the third 
quarter of2012 (assuming project sanction in second quarter or early third quarter 
of 20 12). Questions related to project costs will continue to be raised and may 
include status of the loan guarantee; provincial debt; total project costs; cost 
overruns; cost of power to residential and industrial consumers; and, export sales.

  It may be worth noting what other jurisdictions are doing when it comes to the. 

financing of large-scale developments. Nalcor has examined project financing of
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other developments comparable to the Muskrat Falls Project. For example, 
Ontario Power Generation's 2011 project financing of the $3 billion Lower 
Mattagami Hydroelectric Generation Project which is parallel to the financing 
structure being proposed for the project. It is a structure that credit rating agencies 
and lenders are familiar with and wi11likely use as a comparator for the project.

v

. Provisions in the Energy Corporation Act and the Hydro Corporation Act 
currently restrict borrowing to $600 million. The proposed recommendation is to 
exempt borrowing for the purpose of the Muskrat Falls Project from the 
borrowing I imit, subject to the approval of NaJcor' s Board of Directors and 
Cabinet. This may raise questions over the level of responsibility granted to 
Nalcor as it relates to the project; the amount of money provided to NaJcor to date 
for the project; and, criticism ofNaJcor's perceived transparency and 
accountability when it comes to the project.

. Each component of the project (MF/LTA/LIL) will be funded through separate 
equity and debt financing structures.

. Direction has been requested to develop options for a Muskrat Falls Project cost 
accountability protocol that builds upon existing accountability mechanisms, 
including public reporting, which would ensure that costs associated with the 
Muskrat Falls Project are determined to be reasonably incurred. Development of a 
cost accountability protocol will help combat concerns over the level of PUB 

oversight when it comes to provincial rate-setting. \J
. One of the proposed amendments is to limit the scope of PUB oversight in 

provincial rate-setting. This will be viewed negatively by the Official Opposition 
and NDP, opponents to the project, media, and the public. Government's decision 
to grant an extension to the Board of Commissioners of Public Utilities (PUB) to 
complete their independent review of Muskrat Falls been heavily criticized. 
Critics have stated that government restricted the PUB's ability to complete a 
thorough review and limit its scope of work through the Terms of Reference. The 
PUB has concluded that based on the information available, they were unable to 
make a determination if Muskrat Falls is the least-cost option to respond to future 
power needs on the Island, and would require information from the DG3 process 
to make a conclusion. As such, limiting oversight may be cited as another effort 
by government to interfere with the PUB's ability to review the project.

. Concern over rising electricity rates and the perception of Muskrat Falls' ability to 
raise rates even further continue to be raised. Limiting the scope of the PUB 
oversight in provincial rate-setting may be viewed as government trying to hide or 
lessen the perceived negative impact Muskrat Falls will have on electricity rates.

. To assure the revenue pipeline, amounts charged to Hydro by the entities 
responsible for Muskrat Falls and the Labrador Island Transmission Link will not 
be subject to review or adjustments by the PUB. [n other words, these costs will

v
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be reflected in the electricty rates of Island ratepayers and will not be subject to 
review or adjustments by the PUB. This may raise questions of full disclosure of 
the project to the PUB and may be perceived as government's attempt to hide 
rate-setting information from the PUB and ultimately the people of the province.

. Government has previously exempted Star Lake (1998), previous configuration of 
Lower Churchill project in 2000, and Granite canal (2003).

. To guarantee the revenue pipeline, Newfoundland Power must remain a customer 
of Hydro for the power generated from the project. Construction of the Labrador- 
Island Transmission Link and the Maritime Link may present opportunities for 
Newfoundland Power to obtain some or all of its power from imported sources. 
Additionally, there could be leakage from the revenue pipeline if Newfoundland 
Power or industrial customers were to purchase power from generation on the 
Island other than from Hydro. Either case would compromise the revenue pipeline 
from Island ratepayers.

. Creating Hydro as a sole seller of power to industrials and utilities serving 
ratepayers in the province may be viewed negatively. Questions have already 
been raised about Newfoundland Power's opinion of the project and its role once 
power comes online. Restricting their role and creating a sole monopoly maybe 
perceived as government unfairly limiting control and acting in its own best 
interest.

. Proposed amendments would make Hydro the exclusive supplier of electrical 
power to industrial customers and to Newfoundland Power. There have been no 
consultations with Newfoundland Power to date.

. Consultations with Newfoundland Power and industrial customers have not yet 
occurred. It is expected that the proposed amendment will have minimal effects 
on Newfoundland Power's profitability since it earns a return primarily on its 
investments in the distribution system. The Department of Natural Resources is 
not aware of any expansion plans for generation or transmission.

(33)
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u

. The proposed amendments may involve monetary consequences to various 
parties, including Newfoundland Power and industrial customers. To avoid a 
circumstance in which government may be exposed to compensation claims or 
damages as part of the implementation of this as policy, it is recommended that a 
privative clause be included to restrict government's liability from any claims as a 
result of these amendments.

. Additional amendments will be brought forward in future Cabinet submissions to 
further facilitate implementation of the Muskrat Falls Project.

Target Audiences 
Internal 

. Premier's Office 

. Executive Council 

. Department of Natural Resources 

. Department of Justice 

. Department of Finance 

. MHAs

v

External 

. Nalcor Energy 

. Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro 

. Newfoundland Power 

. Emera 

. Government of Canada 

. Media 

. Public 

. Opposition

lJ
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Consultations 
Consultations on the proposed amendments have taken place with the following 
departments - Premier's Office, Executive Council, the Department of Justice, and the 
Department of Finance.

Nalcor has been consulted on the proposed legislation.

No public consultations are planned or required.

Communications Objectives 
  To clearly articulate the purpose of the proposed amendments and its importance 

on the development of the Muskrat Falls Project. 
  To identify amendments to the Energy Corporation Act, Electrical Power Control 

Act, and Hydro Corporation Act, to advance implementation of the Muskrat Falls 
Project. 

  To clearly articulate government's rationale for making these proposed 
amendments and to ascertain public support for such amendments. 

  To clearly articulate the need for continued work on the Muskrat Falls Project to 
meet project timelines and ensure work is done in the best interest of the province.

Communications Strategy 
Key Messages

General 
  The legislative amendments will support advancement of the Muskrat Falls 

Project, beginning with Muskrat Falls and help to move the project forward in a 
timely manner.

  It has been determined that the development of Muskrat Falls is the best, least- 
cost option to meet the province's growing energy needs.

  The proposed amendments will enable Nalcor to maintain the overall project 
timelines and its financing activities (assuming sanction in Q2 or early Q3 2012).

  The proposed amendments will build upon the Commitment Letter and 
adequately meet government's requirements for the next phase of the finance- 
raising process.

  The proposed amendments will ensure that the project financing timelines are not 
negatively impacted or unnecessarily delayed.

  The proposed amendments will signal to potential lenders of the project that 
government is supportive of the project and will take the necessary steps to ensure 
its success.
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. We are confident that Nalcor is managing the risks of the Muskrat Falls Project 
appropriately, and assuming an appropriate amount of risk that balances the 
benefits and rewards Newfoundlanders and Labradorians will gain from this 
development.

\..I

Amendment Specific

. Introducing the amendments in the spring 2012 session will allow Nalcor to 
approach financial markets in the third quarter of 20 12 which will in turn 
maintain the current project-financing schedule (assuming project sanction in 
second quarter or early third quarter of2012).

. The PUB will continue to regulate Hydro's rates as charged to Newfoundland 
Power; however, while these costs will be reflected in the rates of Island 
ratepayers, they will not be subject to review or adjustment by the PUB.

. Hydro will enter into two contracts containing specific provisions designed to 
protect the project's revenue pipeline.

. The two contracts will be a power purchase agreement for the delivery of Muskrat 
Falls power and a transmission funding agreement to develop the Labrador-Island 
Link and enable access to transmission services over the line.

. Hydro will become the sole generator or seller of power to industrial customers 
and utilities serving ratepayers in the province. This will ensure that only Hydro 
can generate or acquire power for eventual provision to retail customers.

LI

. A privative clause will be established to restrict any liability against government 
from impacted parties who may file potential compensation claims or damages as 
a result of this amendment.

. Each project component will be funded through separate equity and debt 
financing structures and will require Nalcor to have the authority to execute 
various financing arrangements on the province's behalf.

. Amendments under the Energy Corporation Act will ensure that the province will 
be protected from liabilities associated with the construction, ownership, and 
operation of the subsidiaries' respective assets.

. A legislative definition of the Muskrat Falls Project will be required as the 
proposed amendments are specifically associated with the development of this 
particular project.

The Announcement (and activities) 
The amendments will be announced in a news release upon passage in the House of 

Assembly's spring session.

v
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. Minister's Involvement 
The Minister of Natural Resources will be lead on the amendments. Ed Martin may be 

required to speak to the amendments on Nalcor's behalf.

Interdepartmental Coordination 
The Department of Natural Resources will coordinate materials with the following- 
Premier's Office, Executive Council, the Department of Justice, the Department of 
Finance, and the Intergovernmental and Aboriginal Affairs Secretariat.

Materials will be coordinated and shared with Nalcor.

Briefing of Members of the House of Assembly 
Briefings for MHAs will be provided to those identified to speak to the legislation.

Due to sensitivity of the issue and grouping of legislative amendments, a technical 
briefing will be considered.

Internal Communications 
A news release will be developed, along with key messages, speaking notes, and a 
question and answer document for the Minister.

.
Materials will be shared with Nalcor as Ed Martin may be required to speak to the 
amendments on Nalcor's behalf.

Due to sensitivity of issue and the grouping of legislation, a technical briefing will be 
considered.

Follow-up Activities 
Monitoring of media and public response to the legislation.

Media inquiries will be coordinated and handled by the Department of Natural 
Resources.

Evaluation Criteria 
N/A

Budget 
N/A

.
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Email Message

From: Caines. Trina [EX:lO=PSNUOU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=TRINACAINESI 
Kelly, Tara [EX:/O=PSNUOU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=TARAKELLYI 

4/12/2012 at4:19 PM 
4/12/2012 at4:19 PM 
FW: NR2012-

.
To:

Cc: 
Sent: 
Received: 
Subject:

Hi Tara:

I have reviewed this submission. While it does have legislative impacts, the 

Regulatory Reform Office did not require a Regulatory Impact Analysis, since many 
issues are housekeeping in nature.

There are some regulatory-related issues in the paper regarding the recommended 
approach.

* The decision to limit the scope of PUB oversight may potentially be perceived as 
inconsistent with the transparent development of regulatory requirements. However, 
there have been exemptions for other projects, so this is not completely 
inconsistent with previous practice. 
* In addition, restricting NP and industrial energy users may impact their economic 
competitiveness. While the Department indicates that the decision is expected to ....... have minimal impact on NP's profitability, there has not been any consultation 

regarding the planned approach. Since the electricity monopoly approach has been 
used in both Manitoba and Saskatchewan, there are harmonization elements to this 

recommendation. 
* As noted in the submission, Justice has indicated that while the recommended 

approach is the least likely to have trade or constitutional concerns, there is 

still a possibility that these may be issues. 
* The financing approach is modelled on that used in Ontario for the Lower Mattagami 
project. This is consistent with harmonization principles.

The Regulatory Reform Office will follow up with the Department following 
implementation to determine any impact on the regulatory inventory.

If you have any questions or comments, please let me know.

Regards,

tlc

.
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Trina L. Caines, MBA

Program and Policy Development Specialist

Regulatory Reform

Service NL

t 709.729.2204

trinacaines@gov.nl.ca

From: Griffin, Gerard 

Sent: Thursday, April 05, 2012 2:42 PM 

To: Caines, Trina 

Subject: FW: NR2012

From: Kelly, Tara 

Sent: Thursday, April 05, 2012 2:41 PM 

To: Quigley, David; Burrage, Don; Collingwood, Jennifer; Clarke, Lesley; Griffin, 
Gerard 

Cc: Morris, Joan E.; Cheeseman, Josephine; Heath, Daisy 
Subject: NR2012

Good afternoon,

Cabinet Secretariat is in receipt of the following paper from Natural Resources: 

Legislative Amendments Required to Advance the Implementation of the Muskrat Falls 

Project. We would appreciate your comments by end of day April 12th. Please let me 

know if this timeline presents any problems for your department.

Thanks,

(Daisy - would you pIs ensure this is accessible to the Regulatory Reform Office on 
the secure drive? Thanks)

Tara A. Kelly

Cabinet Officer

file:///C:/Users/carolynj.PSNLlAppDatalLocallHewlett-PackardIHP%2OTRIM/TEMPIHP... 1/19/2018
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Cabinet Secretariat

709-729-1702
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Email Message

From: Blanche, Pauline [EX:/O=PSNUOU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAULINEBLANCHEJ 
Kelly, Tara [EX:lO=PSNUOU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=TARAKELL Yl 
Khurana, Harman [EX:lO=PSNUOU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=HARMANKHURANA1, Quigley, David 
[EX:lO=PSNUOU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DQUIGLEY1, Loder, Mallory 
fEX:/O=PSNLlOU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MALLORYLODERl 
4/12/2012 at 4:09 PM 
4/12/2012 at 4:12 PM 
RE: NR2012

To:

Cc:

Sent: 
Received: 
Subject:

Hi Tara:

We have reviewed the Cabinet Paper entitled "Legislative Amendments Required to 
Advance the Implementation of the Muskrat Falls Project' and from a financial 

perspective have no issues at this time. The major thrusts of the paper relate to 
policy matters, rate regulation, Cabinet oversight and, most importantly, related 

legislative amendments to implement changes in these areas. These are not matters 
where Debt Management or the Budget Division has any particular expertise and thus 
have no specific insights to offer on them.

It is also noted that under Interdepartmental Considerations, it is indicated that 
Finance has been consulted and is in agreement with the recommended legislative 
amendments. Debt Management has noted that they have had no involvement on the 
Muskrat Falls project since summer 2011 and are unaware of any developments since 
then.

Should you require any further information please do not hesitate to contact me.

Thanks

Pauline

From: Quigley, David 

Sent: Monday, April 09, 2012 9:18 AM 
To: Kelly, Tara 

Cc: Myrden, Pauli Blanche, Pauline 

Subject: RE: NR2012-007

Tara,

. This paper has been routed to Budgeting (Pauline Blanche) and debt management (Paul

file:1 lie :/Users/carolynj.PSNLI AppData/LocaI/Hewlett-PackardIHP%20TRIMITEMPIHP ... 1/1912018
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Myrden) for review and comment.

Pauline will coordinate the feedback.

David Quigley

Treasury Board Officer

Treasury Board Support

Department of Finance

Ph 2475

From: Kelly, Tara 

Sent: Thursday, April OS, 2012 2:41 PM 

To: Quigley, David; Burrage, Don; Collingwood, Jennifer; Clarke, Lesley; Griffin, 
Gerard 

Cc: Morris, Joan E.; Cheeseman, Josephine; Heath, Daisy 
Subject: NR2012-

Good afternoon,

Cabinet Secretariat is in receipt of the following paper from Natural Resources: 

Legislative Amendments Required to Advance the Implementation of the Muskrat Falls 

Project. We would appreciate your comments by end of day April 12th. Please let me 

know if this timeline presents any problems for your department.

Thanks,

(Daisy - would you pls ensure this is accessible to the Regulatory Reform Office on 
the secure drive? Thanks)

Tara A. Kelly

Cabinet Officer

Cabinet Secretariat

709-729-1702

file:///C:/Users/carolynj.PSNLlAppDatalLocallHewlett-Packard/HP%20TRIMITEMPIHP... 1/19/2018
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Email Message

From: McGrath, Rob [EX:fO=PSNLlOU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN-ROBMCGRA THI 
Kelly, Tara [EX:lO=PSNLlOU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=TARAKELL YI 
Hogan, Dennis A. [EX:/O=PSNLlOU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DHOGAN1, Scott, Paul G. 
[EX:/O=PSNLlOU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE 
 3ROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAULSI 
4/25/2012 at 4:38 PM 
4/25/2012 at 4:38 PM 
RE: NR2012

To:

Cc:

Sent: 
Received: 

Subject:

Tara,

See response to your questions:

Would the alternative electricity generation developments be permitted on private 
land? For sale? - Yes, however the amendment in the paper would prevent Newfoundland 
Power and industrial customers from buying that electricity.

Does this new information have any impact on district heating, like I mentioned 
before? - No, just electricity.

Will the definition of commercial generation have any $ amount attached to it that 
would make something commercial or not - Not anticipated at this time.

How is electricity generation in isolated communities impacted by this? Does it mean 
that they (or NL Power) can never move off diesel? - The amendments would have no 
effect on isolated communities and do not mean that these communities can never move 
off diesel.

Rob

From: Kelly, Tara 

Sent: April 25, 2012 3:59 PM 
To: McGrath, Rob; Scott, Paul G. 

Cc: Hogan, Dennis A. 

Subject: NR2012-

file:///C:/Users/carolynj.PSNLlAppData/Local/Hewlett-PackardIHP%20TRIMITEMPIHP... 1/1912018
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Hi Rob and Paul,

We just received the addendum to the paper a little while ago. Can you pls clarify 
this point for me - would the alternative electricity generation developments be 
permitted on private land? For sale? Does this new information have any impact on 
district heating, like I mentioned before?

Will the definition of commercial generation have any $ amount attached to it that 
would make something commercial or not. How is electricity generation in isolated 
communities impacted by this? Does it mean that they (or NL Power) can never move 

off diesel?

Tara A. Kelly

Cabinet Officer

Cabinet Secretariat

709-729-1702

file:IIIC:/Users/carolynj.PSNLlAppDataILocallHewlett-PackardIHP%20TRIM/TEMPIHP... 1/1912018
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Email Message

From: Stanley, Todd [EX:/O=PSNUOU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=TODDSTANLEYj 
Kelly, Tara [EX:lO=PSNUOU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=TARAKELLYl 
McGrath, Rob [EX:lO=PSNUOU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ROBMCGRATHl, Scott, Paul G. 
[EX:lO=PSNUOU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PAULSj 
4/20/2012 at 2:37 PM 
4/20/2012 at 2:37 PM 
RE: NR2012

To:

Cc:

Sent: 
Received: 
Subject: ~

~ -.....:..-. 
~.~ 

..

Todd Stanley

Director

Civil Division, Department of Justice

Government of Newfoundland and Labrador

t.709.729.2597 f.709.729.2129

This e-mail (including any attachments) is confidential and is intended only for the 
use of the addressee(s). The contents of this e-mail may contain personal 
information and / or be covered by various forms of privilege, including 
solicitor/client privilege. Any unauthorized copying, distribution, publication or 
disclosure is prohibited. Receipt of this e-mail by anyone other than the intended 
recipient does not constitute waiver of privilege. If you have received this e-mail 
in error, please notify the sender or the Civil Division of the Department of 
Justice, Government of Newfoundland and Labrador and delete all versions of same. 
Thank you.

From: Kelly, Tara 

Sent: April 20, 2012 1:00 PM 
To: Stanley, Todd 

Subject: .RE: NR2012

~ ~_.::;;:- . 

-----:;....--- 
~

~ .... 
"'....

:::
" 
<
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From: Scott, Paul G. 
To: Stanley, Todd 

Cc: McGrath, Rob 
Sent: Thu Apr 19 17:25:44 2012 

Subject: FW: NR2012

Todd, some of these seem to be yours.

Paul

From: Kelly, Tara 

Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2012 3:49 PM 
To: McGrath, Rob 
Cc: Scott, Paul G. 

Subject: NR2012-

A few other questions came out of our meeting:

Tara A. Kelly

Cabinet Officer

Cabinet Secretariat

709-729-1702

file:1 IIC:/Users/carolynj .PSNLI AppData/LocallHewlett-PackardIHP%20TRIM/TEMP/HP... 1/1912018
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Bill Name: An Act to Amend the Electrical Power 
Control Act, 1994, the Energy Corporation 
Act, and the Hydro Corporation Act, 2007

Submission NO. NR2012-" 

MC2012_MC~.

Received by CS:

Electronic X or HardCopy 0

From Dept 0 or From Leg Counsel X 
(Confinnation from Dept of Sign-off - 
attached)

Provided Reviewed

S. Walsh: 12 June 6, 2012

Cabinet Officer Review: 

(Name: Vaughn Hammond! 
Tara Kell 
Assistant Secretary Review: 

ame: Dennis Ho an

Approval Provided to Dept. 
(CO e-mail toDM.KHawley.cc.ing JM, SW) o

"The bill entitled 
has been reviewed by Executive Council and is consistent with 
the policy direction in the Cabinet submission L2010-~. 
The Bill is ready for introduction in the House of Assembly at a 
time to be determined by the Government House Leader."

File Copy Provided to S. Walsh 0
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Hogan, Dennis A.

Hogan, Dennis A. 

Wednesday, June 06, 2012 3:04 PM 

Hawley, Kim; Dalton, Diana (Natural Resources) 

Mullaley, Julia; Walsh, Susan 
An Act to Amend the Electrical Power Control Act, 1994, the Energy Corporation Act, and the 
Hydro Corporation Act, 2007 

Importance: High

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject:

The Bill entitled An Act to Amend the Electrical Power Control Act, 1994, the Energy Corporation Act, and the 
Hydro Corporation Act, 2007 has been reviewed by Executive Council and is consistent with the policy direction in 
the Cabinet submission NR2012'- The Bill is ready for introduction in the House of Assembly at a time to be 
detennined by the Government House Leader.

Dennis Hogan 
Assistant Secretary to Cabinet (Economic Policy) 
Cabinet Secretariat 
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador 
Tel: (709) 729-2845 
Email: dhogan@gov.nl.ca

6/6/2012
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Hogan, Dennis A.

From: Burrage, Don 

Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2012 3:00 PM 

To: Hogan, Dennis A. 

Cc: Collins, Felix; Stanley, Todd 

Subject: Muskrat Fal1s

Dennis,

As per our discussion I understand that there will be a new MC cut to support the revisions to the Bill with respect 
to self generation by industrial customers. My Minister is fine with the Bill provided this MC is issued.

Don

6/612012
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Hogan, Dennis A.

From: Skinner, Laurie 

Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 201212:48 PM 

To: Hogan, Dennis A.; Collins, Felix; Marshall a.c., Hon. Thomas 

Cc: Burrage, Don 

Subject: RE: Muskrat Falls Draft

Dennis

Minister Marshall is ok with the recent amendments.

Laurie L. Skinner, CA 
Deputy Minister of Finance 
Province of Newfoundland and Labrador 
Tel: 709-729-2946 
Fax: 709-729-2232 
email: laurieskinner@gov.nl.ca

From: Hogan, Dennis A. 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2012 11:01 AM 
To: COllins, Felix; Marshall Q.C., Hon. Thomas 
Cc: Skinner, Laurie; Burrage, Don 
Subject: FW: Muskrat Falls Draft 
Importance: High 

. Ministers,

The Muskrat Falls draft Bill has been revised slightly per the email below from Kim Hawley-George, ADM, 
Legislative Counsel. I have attached the new draft provisions (changes to subsections 5.8(2) and (4)) for your 
review and approval.

Laurie/Don: can you ensure your respective Minister is briefed accordingly. I believe the intention is to file notice 
in the House today.

Thanks, 
Dennis

Dennis Hogan 
Assistant Secretary to Cabinet (Economic Policy) 
Cabinet Secretariat 
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador 
Tel: (709) 729-2845 
Email: dhogan@gov.nl.ca

.

From: Hawley, Kim 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 20129:14 AM 
To: Hogan, Dennis A. 
Cc: Stanley, Todd; Scott, Paul G.; Mullaley, Julia

6/6/2012
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(This docum~ is solicitor-client privileged and/or confidential and is intended only for the addressee. Should you 
receive this transmission in error please delete without first making a copy and contact this office at 709-729- 
4766.

6/6/2012
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